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We introduce a new family P,, of spline minimization problems for vector fields. 
defined by 
(VE%?” and V(X,)--- V’,, i = 1) . . . . !v. 
where I’- (u. c) is a two component veclor function. .E is the Beppo Levi space 
1) ?l.:(R’) x D ?L’(%), x, = (n,. ; ) L, UIC lhe interpolaiion plink. and I,‘, ‘-2 ()I,, r,) 
arc data values A coupling between V components is achieved by the divcrgcncc 
(div) and rotational (rot) operators. r. p arc iixed rcul positive constants controlling 
the rrlaticc wcighk on the gradient of lhc divergence and ro:ational fields. The 
explicit control on divergence and rotational operators is well smted for geophysical 
fluid flow intcrpolntions; it allows us to cope with the great difiiirences frequently 
ohscrvcd in the magniludes of the diweent and relational parks of the flop. 
Through the general sphne formalrsm, existence and uniqueness of the solution IS 
proved. The analytical solution is explicitly calculated and numerical examples arc 
presented. For a (and @) + 0, “limit” probkms arc defined and their analytical 
solutions are given. i 1991 Acadcmac Press. Inc. 
1. INTR~IXJ~TIO~ 
In meteorology, interpolation methods are essential for the restitution of 
physical fields from obscrvcd data. gcncrally irregularly located in space 
and time. The fields, produced by meteorological analysis, are used as 
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initial value fields for numerical weather prediction models and for 
diagnostic purposes. 
In horizontal wind field analysis, derived divergence (div v= 8,~ + 8,~) 
and vorticity (also called rotational; rot V= 13,r - d,u) fields are of prime 
importance. For example, the horizontal divergence field allows the 
diagnosis of vertical velocity (not measured by operational meteorological 
observing systems); also, potential-kinetic energy conversion is controlled 
by the divergence field. 
In this context, vector field interpolation introduces some specific 
problems. The simplest approach is to treat the two components eparately. 
The result, as pointed out by many authors (cf. Daley [4, 51, Pedder 
[ 151) shows that the lack of intercomponent correlation often generates 
unrealistic fluctuations in the derived divergence and rotational fields. This 
observation suggests the use of a smoothing operator applied on these 
fields; in this way, V components are intrinsically linked. Moreover, an a 
prioric scale analysis of the equations of motion reveals that the divergence 
and rotational fields are generally not of the same order of magnitude: for 
example, in synoptic midlatitude processes, we have ldiv VI//rot V/ N 
Ro N 0.1 (Ro is the Rossby number, Ro = U/fL; U is the velocity scale, 
U 11 10 m/s; f is the Coriolis parameter, f N lop4 s- ‘; L is the length scale, 
L N lo’%; cf. Haltiner and Williams [ 111, Chap. 3). In fact, a divergence- 
rotational control is intended to fit this information. 
At present, statistical regression methods (i.e., minimum variance linear 
estimates, called optimal interpolation: cf. Eliassen [9], Gandin [lo], 
Daley [4, 51) are currently used in meteorological analysis. For wind inter- 
polations, multivariate formulations are used, in which intercomponent 
correlations are explicitly considered; the control on divergence-rotational 
fields is achieved by a statistical hypothesis on the correlation functions 
modelling the velocity potential x and the stream function Ic/ associated to 
V (V= Vx + Rot $; cf. Section 7.2). 
The solution we present here is formulated in the variational spline for- 
malism and extends, in some aspects, the thin-plate spline introduced by 
Duchon (cf. [S]). It gives a spline functional equivalence to the statistical 
approach. A similar approach to vector interpolation, showing an 
intercomponent coupling, has recently been formulated by Atteia and 
Benbourhim (cf. [ 1 ] ). 
In the next section, we present the minimization problem leading to the 
vector spline. The solution of this problem depends on two positive 
parameters, cc and p. The particular case of uncoupled (u, u) is obtained for 
o( = fi, for which the problem splits into a couple of thin-plate spline 
problems, one for each of the components. 
In the third section, existence and uniqueness of the solution is estab- 
lished. 
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The fourth section gives the analytical expression of the vector spline. 
The fifth section discusses the so-called limit problems, obtained for 
a//3 --f 0 (or co). A natural decomposition of the Hilbert space % follows 
Some numerical examples are presented in the sixth section 
In the last section, we briefly discuss the problem of optimal values of the 
parameters cx and 8; the statistical approach leading to the same vector 
leading to the same vector interpolation is outlined in terms of vector 
Kriging. 
2. THE MINIMIZATION PROBEE~~ 
Let DP2L2(R2) = { ~E~‘(IW*)/D~UEL*(R*), 1~1 =2j, the Beppo-Levi 
space of order 2; 9’(R*) is the space of distributions in R* and 9(R*f 
(or 9) the test function space. 
In the Hilbert space Dp*L*, we consider the scalar product 
(u If4 = C?= 1 U(~i)U’(X,) + ((u I u’)), where ((~1 u’)) is the semi-scalar 
product defined by ((u I u’)) = C,,, =* JlwZ DYuD’u’ dx dy, U, u’ E D-*L*, and 
Xi= (xi, y,), i= 1, 2, 3, are three non-aligned points. We denote by P1 the 
set of polynomials defined on R* of total degree less than or equal to 1. 
A fundamental result on Beppo-Levi space is given 
PROPQSITION 2.1. 9 + Yl is dense in D -=L2. 
Proof. Consider u ED -‘L* orthogonal to the space 9 + Y1 ; we have 
(u/u’)= i u(X,)u’(Xj)+ c J DyuD7u’ dx dy = 0, (2.~1 
i=l ,.+,=* a2 
VU’ E 9 + Pr. If we take ui E Pr verifying ui(X,) = 6,, i, j= I, 2, 3 (6, is 
the Kronecker symbol), Eq. (2.1) shows that u(X,) = 0. Consider then U’ = 
cp E 9; Eq. (2.1) gives C,,, = 2 iwZ DY’uDyq dx dy = 0 and jiwZ d*u cp $X dy = 0, 
by distribution derivatives definition. Since cp is any element of 9? this 
implies that d*u = 0. The tempered istribution u is then polyharmonic and 
we conclude that u is a polynomial (cf. Schwartz [ 161). Observing that the 
polynomials of D-*L* are elements of Y1 and using the equalities u(X,) = 0, 
i = 1,2, 3, we obtain u = 0. This completes the proof. 
We deduce 
PROPOSITION 2.2. 
Vu, v E D -*L*, Va, b, c, de (x, y>. 
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Proof By a double integration by parts, the equality is true for u and 
v E 9. Proposition 2.1 implies the result. 
Let X = Dh2L2(R2) x D-*L2(R2), V= (u, a) E !X and a, b two positive 
constants. 
We define the functional JE,a: X -+ [w, 
J& V) = a lRz I/V div VII 2 dx dy -I- /3 jRZ IIV rot v/II 2 dx dy, 
where 
IIV div V/I 2 = (8, div V)’ + (8, div V)‘, 
I/V rot VII 2 = (8, rot V)” + (8, rot V)“. 
We adopt the notations D( I’, V’) for the semi-scalar product 
JR2 (V div T/.V div vl) dx dy and R( V, I”) for fIwZ (V rot V. V rot V’) dx dy; 
the quadratic form D( V, I’) will be denoted D( I’) and R( I’, V), R( I’); ( .) 
is the usual euclidean scalar product in R2 and 1) 1) the associated norm. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For each V= (u, u) and V’ = (u’, II’) E %“‘, 
D(V, V’)+R(v, V’)=((uIu~))+((uIu’)). 
Proof. From Proposition 2.2, the terms JR2 52 a,vf dx dy, 
JR2 a,0 a,d dx dy, JR2 a,u a,d dx dy, and SBB2 ayyv a.+’ dx dy 0f 
D( V, V’) cancel each other out with corresponding terms of R( V, V’). 
Proposition 2.3 implies that 
Let Xi= (xi, yj), i= 1, . . . . N, a set 6f N distinct points in R2 containing 
three non-aligned points, and Vi= (ui, vi), N given couples in R2. 
We define the minimization problem Pa,B: 
Remark 1. In fact, the solution of P,, only depends on the ratio 
P = a/P. 
Remark 2. If a = j?, Proposition 2.3 shows that P,, splits into two 
separate problems, one for each of the components: 
p 
and 24(X,) = uj 
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and 
and v(X,) = vj, 
which solutions are thin-plate splines. If a # j3, a coupling between u and L’ 
is introduced. 
Remark 3. The choice of J,, follows naturally from Proposition 2.3. 
The weights CI, /I (CI # p) are intended to control the relative magnitude of 
D(V) and R(V). 
Remark 4. The formal decomposition of the vector field Y into rota- 
tional and divergent parts from a velocity potential x and a stream function 
rl/ (which is known, in fluid mechanics, as the ~a~c~y-~e~rnholt~ 
Theorem) asserts 
u=a,x-a,+ 
v=a,x+a,+ 
(in vector notation, v = vx + Rot *, vx = (8,x, ayxj, Rot t/l = 
(-a,$, a,$)). Note that x and $ are solutions of the Poisson equations 
Ax = div I’ and A$ = rot V. It is possible to define a minimization problem 
for (x, 44 
i 
Min xJR2 llVAxll* dx dy + il IR2 llVA$ II 2 dx 4~ 
x,t+b~D-~L* and Vx(Xi) + Rot $(Xi) = Vi, 
x(O) = 0, HO) = 0, 
from which U, v are deduced by differentiation. 
The order of the Beppo-Levi space (Dp3L2) is raised to 3 in order 
to define continuous functionals in the equalities constraints. The 
coupling between u and v is now introduced by the measurement 
constraints Vx(X,) + Rot @(Xi) = Vi. The indeterminacy of constants on x 
and I/I is fixed by arbitrary values (x(O) = 0 and I/J(O) = 0). 
However, the couples (x, $) E D p3L2 x D -3L2 that are solutions of this 
minimization problem are not unique: the condition (2, $) E P2 x PZ9 
Vx(X,) + Rot $(Xi) = 0, i= 1, . . . . N, and x(O) = 0, q(O) = 0 =S x = 0 and 
$ = 0 (P2 is the set of polynomials defined on [w* of degree 2) is not 
satisfied (cf. general spline theorem condition, cf. Laurent [E2]). If Ax is 
replaced by div V and A$ by rot V in the functional above, and if the 
constraints are expressed on V ( V(Xi) = Vi)), we get the problem P,.,. 
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3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION OF P,, 
Consider the spaces X (defined above), g = (L2([w2))4, 9 = [W2N, and the 
linear applications T: X + Y and A: .?E -+ 9 defined by 
T(V) = (a, div V, d, div I’, d, rot V, d, rot V), 
4 V = (4X, ), . . . . UP’,), 4X, 1, . . . . 4x,)). 
X is equipped with the scalar product 
(~,I~2>=(u,I~2)+(~1Ivz), 
and V with the scalar product 
where (e,,fi, g,, h,) E(Y, (ez, f2, g,, h,)~%, and CA, fi are fixed positive 
constants. 9 is equipped with the usual euclidean scalar product. 
We can now state the main proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The linear applications T and A verifv: 
(a) T and A are continuous, 
(b) Ker T= PI x PI;, 
(c) Ker Tn Ker A = (01, 
(d) A is surjective, 
(e) Im T is closed. 
Proof. (a) From the definitions of the norms in the spaces X and %Y 
and Proposition 2.3, T is clearly continuous. Continuity of A follows from 
the continuous embedding Dp2L2 4%” (Sobolev-type lemma; cf. Necas 
C141). 
(b) Proposition 2.3 shows that 
JaJ( V) = 0 =a a;,u = 0, a;p=o, a;yu=o 
and az,v = 0, a&v = 0, i3$,v = 0, which gives the result. 
(c) Results from the hypothesis on the points Xi and (b). 
(d) Let the classical function fR( IIXll) ~29 be defined by 
exp (1)exp 
R2 
- 
R2 - IIN > 
if IjXll <R 
fR( IIWI) = (R > 0). 
0 otherwise 
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Since the points Xi, i = 1, . . . . N, are distinct, we #can take Ri, i= 1, . . . . N, 
such that the open balls B(X,, Ri) are disjoint. The frictions 
fi(X)=fRij//X- X,\l) verifyh(X,)=J,, i, j= 1, . . . . N. 
u(X)= ; %fi(X) 
Iv 
and v(X) = ~J"dW. 
i=l 
The function V(X) = (u(X), v(X)) is an element of 3 and satisfies the inter- 
polation conditions V(Xj) = Vi. 
(e) Let (e,S, g, h) E g and ( V,) be a seqluence in F such that 
Lim T( V,) = (e, J; g, h). T( V,) is a Cauchy sequence in %‘. Proposition 2.3 
shows that (@,A (a&u,), (a&u,), (dS,u,), ia~.yv,), (a~yv,) are ah 
Cauchy sequences in L2 and therefore converge. 
Let I, m, 12 and I’, m’, n’ E L2 such that 
1 
Lim(az,u,) = I, Lim(?$u,) = m, Lim(a:.Vu,) = y1 
Lim(d:xv,) = l’, Lim(a&v,) = m’, Lim(o’;LVu,) =y1’, 
(3.8) 
Since the compatibility conditions (a&l = dz,m, . ..) are satisfied, we may 
conclude (cf. Schwartz [ 16, p. 591, and Benbourhim [2]) that there exist 
u and v E Dp2L2 such that 
But Lim(az,u,+ a$,) = e +- azxu + a;p = e, Lim(8ZVu, f a;p,j = 
f+ a2 u + a2 v = f, Lim(az,v, - 
4 P 
aiyu,) = g 3 azxv L azyu = g, an 
Lim(d,v,- a,,u,)=h~a~=v-a~~u=h. This shows that (e, .L g, A) 
EIm T. 
Proposition 3.1 implies the theorem: 
THEOREM 3.2. (a) The problem P,, (with fixed a, ,8 > 0) admits a 
unique solution I/,,, in 55. 
(b) Va,p E X such that VJXi) = V, is the solution of P,, if and on/y 
if there exist ai, bi E R, i= 1, . . . . N, such that 
QK,p v’)+Pwc,p> V’) 
= i$l a,u’(xJ + f biv’(Xi), Vi=((u’, d)Ezr’. (3.3) 
i= 1 
The coefficients ai, b,, i = 1, . . . . N, are unique. 
Proof: (a) and (b) result from Proposition 3.1 and general spline 
theorems (cf. Laurent [12]). 
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4. EXPRESSION OF THE SOLUTION Vw,B 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For V E X, the following properties are equivalent: 
(1) V verzjies the equality 
aD( V, V’) + PR( V, V’) = f a,u’(X,) + f b,v’(X,) 
i=l i=l 
(2) V verifies the system 
A(@, div V-pa, rot V) = $ az 6, 
i= 1 
A(&, div V+ pa, rot V) = f b,6, 
i=l 
VVE%. (4.1) 
(4.2) 
in the distribution space (6, is the Dirac distribution at point Xi) and the 
coejj%ients ai, bi, i= 1, . . . . N, satisfy the orthogonality conditions 
(4.3) 
i=l i=l 
ProoJ: By taking V’ = (cp, 0) and v’ = (0, cp), Vcp E 9 in Eq. (4.1), and 
using the definition of distribution derivatives, we deduce the system (4.2). 
With V’= (p, 0) and I/’ = (O,p), Vp E PI;, we deduce (4.3). Conversely, 
Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) * Eq. (4.1) f or each V’E9xX and V’EYIxXI. Using 
Proposition 2.1 (density of 9 + PI) and the continuous dependence on V’ 
in the equality (4.1)1 we deduce the result. 
Note that, for 01= p, we get the system 
issued from a couple of Duchon’s spline problems. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The solution VH~ X of the homogeneous ystem 
associated to Eqs. (4.2) are the polynomials Yl x PI. 
ProoJ: A solution V, of the homogeneous ystem associated to (4.2) 
verifies crD( V,, V’) + PR( V,, V’) = 0, VI/’ E 9 x 9. Since this equality is 
also verified with v’ E PI x PI, we deduce, by density (Proposition 2.1), that 
it is true for each V’ EX. By taking V’= V,, we deduce the result. 
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Consider K(X) = 6 /IX// 4 log //XI/ with XE iR2 and 0 a real constant 
(8 = - 1/2’n); K is a fundamental solution of the operator A3, i.e., d’K== 6 
(6 is the Dirac distribution at the origin). 
Let ,U be a compact support measure orthogonal to PI, i.e., 
LEMMA 43. For any compact support measure p orthogonal to Pj4, 
Dy(,u * M) E D p2L2, jbr euch / y I = 2. 
PYOOJ: We want to show that Dy(p * K) E L2, for each /yl = 4, or 
equivalently, show that the Fourier transform of this function is an 
element of L*. Following Schwartz (cf. [16]), we get IY(;i%) = 
~‘P(~)(zlFp(1/l/~l16)+z,A2fi), where <=(tl, 5,) is the Fourier s 
variable, 2: and r2 are two real constants, and Fp is the finite part of the 
distribution. It is easy to see that ~J~fi(l)d~6 = 0 for IyI > 3 (cf. Duchon 
[S]). Now, in the unit ball B(0, l), the inequality ifi <PC, jl<il” (7c1 is a 
positive constant) is verified because y is orthogonal to Pr ; we get the 
estimale ~~~‘~(~)~/~~~~~6~~1/~~~~4~‘~’ and hence, the integral converges for 
IyI > 3. In the complement of B(0, l), the equality jfi(s)l <rc, (Q is a 
positive constant) is verified because the Fourier transform of a bounded 
measure is a bounded function; we get the estimate I<‘p([)l/l/[l16 < 
~~/l/tj/~~‘~‘, and th e integral converges for lyj < 5. This completes the proof. 
It is now possible to state 
THEOREM 4.4. The solution Vz,p = (LQ, v,p) of the probkm p,,, ~~~~~s 
a unique expression of the form 
ai, big R, i= 1, . . . . N, ure given by the equality (3.3), and p(X), q(X) E PI ) 
p(X) = cl + c2x + c3 y, q(X) = d, + d,x + d, y. 
040/67/l-5 
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a 
P’ b = 
0 
0, 
with the 2-V x 2N maWices 
and 
and the 2Nx 6 rnatrrix 
P= 
a 0 h stands for and 
P’ is the transpose of P. 
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ProoJ: V,, verities the system (4.2) with ai, 6,, i= 1: . ..) N, given by 
n 
Theorem 3.2. By taking the Fourier transform VU,p of Va,p (3 is contained 
in the space of tempered distributions), we get the system 
= & ,i exp( -2j4Xi. 5)) ( az . 
I 1 
.) 
bi 
The solution of the system is 
The inverse Fourier transform of (uZ~, uA x,fl), after the polynomial part is 
removed (cf. Schwartz [16]), gives YK= (u,, uK) of the form 
. 
It is easy to check that this function satisfies Eqs. (4.2). Since Eq. (4.3) is 
verified by the coefficients ai, bi, i= 1, . . . . N, Lemma 4.3, implies that 
V,E!E. 
Suppose now that Va,p - V, verifies the homogeneous ystem associated 
with Eqs. (4.2). From Proposition 4.2, we see that VZ.8 - V, E PI x 9, and 
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we deduce for Vol,/3 the expression of Theorem 4.4. The uniqueness of the 
expression of Va,p follows from Theorem 3.2. 
The linear system verified by (a, b, c, d) is obtained by taking the 
successive qualities 
~,,&G) = ui 
%,&G) = vi 
from interpolation constraints (2N first lines of the system) and 
itlai= 0, j, UiXi = 0, icl aj yi = 0, 
: bi=O, 5 bixi=O, 2 b,y,=O, 
i= 1 i= 1 i= 1 
obtained from Eq. (4.3) (six last lines of the system). 
The existence and uniqueness of the expression of Vu,B shows that the 
system is invertible. This completes the proof. 
Using the notations of Theorem 4.4, we state 
PROPOSITION 
equalities 
4.5. The solution VN,B of the problem P,,, verifies the 
where (z) is the solution of the linear system given by Theorem 4.4 (or equiv- 
alently, given by Eq. (3.3)). 
ProojY (a) By taking v’= VN,a in Eq. (3.3) and using the expression of 
V,, given by Theorem 4.4, the result follows. 
(b) Let VD=(u ,,, vn) defined by 
u,(X) =; 
( 
,f a&,K(X- Xi) + ; b,@Jc(X- Xi) 
r=l i=l > 
,f a,d:,,K(X-Xi) + 5 bid;-“K(X- Xi) . 
1=1 i= 1 > 
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By taking V’= VD in Eq. (3.3) and observing that D(t’,,,, Vhf = 
WV,,,> Vti,@) = D( Vz,a) and that I?( Va,B, P’,) = 0, we get the result. 
(c) The proof is the same, using V, = (uR, +j defined by 
v,cX)+j - t ujagqx-xi)+ f b&J&r- XJ 
i ! 
. 
i=l i=l 
From equalities (b) and (c), it becomes possible to ~a~c~~at~ electively 
the quantities D(P’G,8) and R(VR,p); thus, by modifying the ratio p = a/ 
and using the monotonicity properties of f)( VP) and R( VP> (cf. remarks of 
Proposition 5.3.1, Section 5.3), we get a control on the ratio D( V,)/R( k;), 
v D+R satisfies Eqs. (4.2) and consequently by taking V’= V,,R in 
Eq. (4.11, we get 
This shows that the matrix (l/a)& + (l//I)& is positive. Suppose now 
that 
From the above equality, we deduce that Y, + R = (p, q), p, 4 E PI I Again, 
Eq. (4.2) implies that C;“= 1 ajS, = 0 and C,“= 1 b,6, = 0. By usingf,(X) E 9 
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defined as in Proposition 3.1(d), we deduce that ai = bi= 0, i= 1, . . . . N. The 
matrix (l/a)K, + (l//?)K, is therefore positive definite in the subspace 
K3/%3 = 01. 
To show the same for the matrix K,,, we consider V, E% defined as 
in Proposition 4.5(b) ( V, + R = V,, + V,). By using again Eq. (4.1) (true 
for VD+d with V’= V, and observing that D( V. +R, V,,) = 
D(V,, V,)=D(V,) and R(V,,+,, V,,)=O, we get D(V,,)=(l/a2) 
(;)‘KD(;) and therefore K,, is positive. Suppose now that (g)‘KD(g) = 0. 
This implies that D( V,) = 0 and from R( V,,) =O, we conclude that 
V, = (p, q), p, q E Yr. With the use of the property of K(X), we obtain 
the equality A2 div( V,,) = Cr= 1 a&Xi+ CfY= 1 b&,, = 0, where Sk,, is 
the derivative of the Dirac distribution along x at point Xi and ShXl the 
derivative along y. 
To show that ui= b,= 0, i= 1, . . . . N, we construct a family of functions 
z(X) E 9 such that VK(XJ = (ai, bi) and VfT(Xj) = 0, j# i: let fR( llXl/) be 
defined as in Proposition 3.1(d) and z=X<+ ti(ai, bi), tin iw. Rj and XT, 
i = 1, . . . . N, are taken such that the open balls B(Xy, Ri) are disjoint and 
Xi E B(x, Ri), with Xi # xi. It is easy to verify that fRi( jlX- ZII ) satisfy the 
equality V&( l/X, - zll) = ki(aj, bi) (ki constant # 0); the functionsx(X) = 
( l/ki)f,, ( IIX- zll) satisfy the above property. 
For the matrix KR, the proof is similar. 
5. LIMIT PROBLEMS (p + 0 and p + + co) 
Following the Remark 1 in Section 2, we consider J,(V) = pD( V) + R(V) 
instead of Ja,8. We want to show that the solution V, of the problem P, 
admits two limits as p -+ 0 and p -+ + co. 
Consider the problems 
R(V) = 0 and V(X,) = Vi 
and 
D(V)=0 and V(X,)= Vi. 
We show that PO and P,, admit unique solutions denoted by V, and 
V +CO, respectively, and Lim, _ o V, = Vo, Lim, _ + m V, = V, oo. 
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5.1. Existence and Uniqueness of the Solution of P, (and P,m) 
We define the subspace FD = ( V E %“/R( V) = O> of X. From Pro 
tion 2.3, we see that the semi-scalar product D(V, V’) is continuous fo 
norm II /lx (II lb is the norm of ZE associated with ( I )); the quadratic 
form D(V) is then continuous and FD is a closed subset of X. Therefore, 
X, is a Hilbert space for the scalar product ( / ). 
We define the spaces Y = (L2(Rz))2, 9 = RZN, and the linear appliea- 
.,- 
tions T:Sb+Y and A:%<+3 by T(V)=(t3,divV, a,div V) and 
4 VI = (4X, ), . . . . 4x,), 4X, 1, . ..> u(X,)). Y is equipped with the scalar 
product jR2 (ele2 +fif2) dx dy, (e,, fd E gy, (e2, .f2) E 3; 2 is equippe 
with the usual euclidean scalar product. 
We state the theorem relative to problem B,. 
THEOREM 5.1.1. (a) The problem P, admits a unique solution VO in 3;. 
(b) V, E FD such that V,(XJ = V, is the solution of 43, if and only ij 
there exist ai, biE [w, i = 1, . . . . N, such that 
D(VO, V’) = fj aiuf(xi) $ F biv’(Xi), 
i=l i=l 
VV’ = (u’, u’) E FD. The coefficients ai, bi, i= I, ..~, N, are unique. 
(5.1) 
ProofI The points (a), (b), and (c) of Proposition 3.1 are easily verified. 
The main differences come from point (d) and (e), 
(d) Ais surjective: As for Proposition 4.6, ‘we c%struct a family sf 
functions f,(X) E 9 such that @7(X,) = (ui, vi) and Vf,(X,) = 0, j# i’. The 
function V(X) = Cy! 1 VT(X) . IS an element of X and satisfies R(V) = 0 an 
V(X,) = Vi, i = 1, . . . . N. 
(e) Im T is closed: Consider a sequence (V,) in FD such that 
Lim T(I/,)=(e,f), (e, f)EC!Y. F rom Proposition 2.3, we observe that 
[((u\u))+-((U(V))]= lIT(V)//j for each VE%. Thus az,u,, a$,, a&~,, 
and dz,u,, a&v,, a:yv, are Cauchy sequences in L2 and therefore co 
We deduce the existence of 1, m, n, I’, m’ n’ E L2 and U, v E % ve 
Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). But R( V,) = 0, Vn, implies that a;v,, - a$, -+ 
azip, - a$4 -+ 0. This shows that (u, v) E ?&-, and (e,S) E Im T. 
From these properties and general spline theorems, we deduce the result. 
For the problem P+,, we get a symmetric result; let us efine 
L!&= (VE%/D(V)=O}. 
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THEOREM 51.2. (a) The problem P,, admits a unique solution V+, 
in X,. 
(b) V+, E E such that V, *(Xi) = Vi is the solution of P, co if and 
only if there exist ai, bi E R, i = 1, . . . . N, such that 
R(V+,, V’) = 5 aid( -f biv’(XJ 
i-1 i=l 
VV’ = (u’, v‘) E sR. The coefficients ai, b,, i= 1, . . . . N, are unique. 
(5.2) 
5.2. Expression of the solutions V, and V,, 
THEOREM 5.2.1. .The solution V, = (uO, vO) of the problem PO admits a 
unique expression of the form 
N N 
UO(X) = C Uid~,K(X-Xi) t- C bia&,K(X-Xi) i-p(X) 
i=l i= 1 
N N 
go(X) = C aJ$K(X-Xi) -t C bia&,K(X-Xi) + q(X), 
i=l j-1 
with ai, b,ER: i=l,..., N, g&en by Eq. (5.1) and p(X), q(X)EYl, 
p(x)=c,+c,x+c,y, q(X)=dl+d,xfd,y. 
The coef~cients are obtained by soluing the (2N+ 6) x (2N+ 6) linear 
system 
a 
P’ b =O. 0 
Proof: By taking V’ = Vq, 50 G 9 in the equality (5.1) and observing 
that R( vl) = 0, we get 
A2 div VO = f a,6;,Xf+ f’ biLS(yXi. (5.3) 
i=l i=i 
From the property of K(X), it is easy to verify that V, = (uD, Q,), defined 
by 
uD(X) = 5 a&,K(~-Xi) + 5 b&K(X- Xi) 
i=l i=l 
u,(X) = 5 a&,K(X-- Xi) + f b&,,K(X-- X,), 
i=l i=I 
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satisfies (5.3). Thus V, - V, satisfies the ~omo~eneoLIs system 
A2 div( V0 - V,) = 0 associated to (5.3). Using the same arguments as for 
Proposition 2.1, we deduce that div( V, - V,) is a constant. This i 
that I)( Y0 - VD) = 0, and since R( V, - VD) = 0, we gee V0 = VD + 
P? 4fPl. The uniqueness of this expression is 
Theorem 5.1 .f (b). The linear system is deduce in the same way as for 
Theorem 4.4. 
For B,,, the theorem gives a solution V, m = (u + 73, v , co ) of the form 
uL;C(X) = f- a,a$K(X- Xi) - f bia~yK(x- Xi) -i-p(X) 
i=l j-1 
v+,(X)= - F a&~K(X-&)+ 5 b&,K(X-xJ+q(x), 
i=l i=l 
with the associated linear system 
5.3. Limit qf VP 
In the scalar product ( j > of X, we consider that t e three non-aligned 
points X,, X2, X, (cf. Section 2) are elements of the set of interpolation 
points; it follows that V,,(Xi) = Vi, i= 1, 2, 3, Vj’p E CO, + cc 1. 
We state some immediate properties of the functions 6, -+ .?J( VP) and 
P + R( q: 
PROPOSITION 5.3.1. The solutions VP of the problems P, verify 
(a) Lim D(Vp)=O. 
p-im 
(b) Lim R( VP) = 0. 
0-0 
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ProoJ The optimality of VP implies that Jp( V,) d pD( V,) and 
J,( V,) 6 R( V, ,). The results follow. 
For the same reasons, we note that for p, p’ E 10, + co [I, the inequal- 
ities J,( V,) < J,( V,,) and .I,,( V,,) < J,( V,) give (p - p’)D( V,) < 
(p-p’)D(V,,) and (l/p - l/p’)R(VJ d (l/p - l/p’)R(V,,). Thus p dp’* 
D( V,) 2 D( V,,) and R( V,) d R( V,,); i.e., D( V,) is a decreasing function of 
p and R( V,) an increasing function. 
THEOREM 5.3.2. Lim, +0 V, = V,, and Lim,, +m V, = V,, in the 
space 55. 
Proof: The proof is given for p + 0. 
Let (p,) be any sequence such that Lim, _ +oo pn = 0. From Proposi- 
tion 5.3.1(e), 11 VJb is bounded. Thus, there is a subsequence of (p,), 
denoted (PJ, such that V,, -+ E weakly. The weak convergence implies 
that the continuous linear forms u(X,) and 0(X,) verify ui = u,,(X,) + G(XJ 
and Ye= u,,(X,) -+G(Xi). Therefore VT(X,) = Vi, i= 1, . . . . N. But, from 
Proposition 5.3.1(b) and (c) and continuity of D(V) and R(V), we deduce 
that 0 d R( 6) 6 Lim inf R( Vpk) = 0 and D( -6) d Lim inf D( VpPk) <D( V,). 
By uniqueness of the solution of P,, this implies that E = V,. Using again 
Proposition 5.3.1(b) and (c), we get Lim sup 11 V,,jI & GE;= 1 II V,ll 2 + 
WV,)= llul;. This inequality and the weak convergence VpL -+ V, 
implies that V,, -+ V, for the norm II 11% of X (cf. Brezis [3]). By the same 
way, we can show that every convergent subsequence of (V,J converges 
necessarily to V,; consequently Lim, _ 0 V, = V,. 
For p + + co, the proof is similar. 
5.4. Decomposition of the Space S 
The limit problems P, and P, m have introduced the closed subspaces 
of S?“, g= (VEX/R(V)=O) and g= {VE.%/D(V)=O}. Proposi- 
tion 2.3 shows that ?& I g and Ton&= (0) in the subspace 
Xx = { VEX/V(XJ =0, i= 1,2,3}. We define the subspaces XD = 
(vE%/v(xi)=o, i=l,2,3 and R(V)=O} and ZR= (VES”/V(X,)=O, 
i=l,2,3 and D(V)=O}. 
FIG. 1. Wind fields for a=0 (a), g= 0.1 (b), c( =0.9 (c), and a = 1 (d). The winds are 
shown by arrows; the scale magnitude is indicated in the lower right-hand corner: the arrow 
represent a maginitude of 10 m s-l. 
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FIG. l-Continued 
ProqJ: It is easy to see that .Z is the direct orthogonal sum of (PI)’ and 
J&. (cf. ~e~bourhim [Z-J) and that .yi”,, i XR, yi”, n XR = (01 (Proposi- 
tion 2.3). We show now that XX = r%D @ &$, i.e., XA = A?, in the space 
PX. Let V~%?~such that (VlV’)=O, VV’ES~. We ctmoose V’E%~ of 
the form ‘orp + (p, q), q E ZZ? and p, q E PI such that p(X,) = -8,&X,) and 
q(XJ = -a,q(Xi), i = 1, 2, 3, so that V’(X;) = Cl and v’ E Sx. We derive 
equality fRZ (V div V.V div V’) dx dy = JR2 f div V.F’&)dxdy= 
2 (A’ div V) q dx dy = 0, which shows that 4’ di 
ment of 3. With the same ~gume~ts as in Propos 
that div V is a constant and therefore D(V) = 0. This concludes the procl: 
This space decomposition shows that JJ V) = x l~P,,( V)I/ > i 
j? IIPR(V)I!&, where P D: 2 --+ sX, and P, : X --+ z&R are the projection 
operators. Hence, the functional is the norm of a weighted sum of the PD 
and &$ components of V. 
6. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
We have programmed and tested the method by i~~erpo~at~ug realwind 
data obtained from an operational meteorological observing system. This 
example is intended to show the variations of the vector field and of the 
derived divergence and rotational fields along with the parameters a, /3 (in 
this case, we consider M f p = 1). See Figs. 1-3. 
The data are 10-m wind measurements (horizontal wind) at 24 station 
vocations, observed the 5th of March 1990,OO GMT. The considered region 
is from 43°N-463N, Y’E-6”E (southeast France). The Cartesian coor- 
dinates of the station locations are obtained through a stereographic 
projection; the tangent plane on which the interpolation is done intersects 
the sphere at 44”30’N, 4% in the center of the domain. Station locations 
are noted by a cross (+) and latitude--~on~itnde circles by dashed lines 
(1 0 apart). The solid line near the bottom side of the pictures represent he 
coastal line. In the upper right-hand corner is indicated the value of the 
parameter c(. 
For 4 = 0 (PO problem), the variations of the divergence field are 
maximum, while the rotational field is constant (- 1.3 IO--’ 5 “1. The 
converse happens for a= I (p=O, P +m problem): the divergence field is 
constant (2 1.7 10P5s-‘) and the variations of the divergence field are 
maximum. However, this example, as a result of the use of ground data, 
does not present a marked tendency for rotational or divergent behaviour. 
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FIG. 2. Divergence field derived from the wind field for c(=O.l (2a) corresponding to 
Fig. 1 (b), cx = 0.5 (b); Q = /I = 0.5; uncoupled wind components); and K = 0.9 (c), corresponding 
to Fig. l(c). Contours are spaced at 5 x iO-‘s~’ and are labeled in units of 10W5s-’ in (a) and 
10-6~-’ in (b) and (c). Negative contours are indicated by dashed lines. 
7.1. Optimal Values of the Parameters tl and p 
For a fixed set of data values, an “optimal” value of the parameter p 
(p = CC//?) has to be selected. In the event that an a priori estimate of the 
ratio D( V}/R( v) (cf. Introduction, Section 1) is available, we obtain the 
solution by solving iteratively the equation D( V,)/R( V,) = p’ (p’ > 0 fixed): 
since D( V,)/R( V,) is a continuous decreasing function of p and 
Lim ,~o(~(VpYNVp))= +a, Lim,,+,(D(V,)/R(V,))=O, we get a 
unique solution for each fixed value p’ > 0. 
However, in the general case, a more intrinsic approach for the deter- 
mination of this parameter is desirable. Without going deeper into the 
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FIG. 3. Rotational field derived from the wind field for the same values of c( as in Fig. 2.: 
CI = 0.1 (a), c( = 0.5 (b), and G( = 0.9 (c). Contours are labeled in units of 10-6s-’ in (a) and 
(b), and 10-5~-1 in (c). Other details as in Fig. 2. 
discussion of this problem, we can briefly show how the parameters a and 
/? can be interpreted in a statistical sense. This is the purpose of the next 
sub-section. Another approach is given by Generalized Cross Validation 
(GCV) (cf. Wahba and Wendelberger [18] and Utreras [17]), originally 
introduced for the estimate of smoothing parameters. Some numerical 
experiments, carried out from analytic data, tend to show its ability to 
determine the parameter p. 
7.2. Relation to the Statistical Interpolation Procedure 
(Minimum Variance Linear Estimate) 
We first recall the theory for a scalar field Q(X), XE R*. 
We suppose that Q(X) is a stochastic process with zero mean value 
(EC@(X)] = 0, VXE R*) and with covariance function c(X, Y) = 
E[@(X)@( Y)], X, YE IL!*; @ is then called a stationary process. 
FIG. 3-Chti~tued 
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For a fixed XE R2, we consider the minimum variance linear estimate 
Q,(X) of Q(X), from given values @(Xi), i= 1, . . . . N (the data). 
Q,(X) =Cy= r Ai@( and Izi~ R are obtained from the minimization 
problem 
MmE (@p(X)- 5 &@(X~))‘~; 
[ i=l 
Ai are given by 
where C is the N x N covariance matrix, C= (c(X,, Xj)). 
For a vector field V(X) = (u(X), v(X)), the minimum variance linear 
estimate V,(X) of V(X) from given values V(X,)= (24(X,), 0(X,)), 
i = 1, . . . . N, is 
U,(X) = F AilA + t /ii” and 
i=l i=l 
u,(X)= f nju(xJ+ 2 /.&u(XJ, 
i=l i= 1 
with A, ,u such that MinA,, E[(u(X) - Cy= I A,u(X,) -Cy= r ,LL~ II(X, and 
A’, $ such that Min,,,,, E[(u(X)--C~=~ ~~zA(XJ--~~~~ p;V(Xi))2]. 1 and /I 
are -given by 
and A’, $ are given by 
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In order to control the divergent and rotational part of the vector fiehl, 
these covariances are generally deduced from the ~ova~a~~es of 31 and $ 
(we recall the equality l’=Vx + Rot $; cf. Section 2, Remark 4). 
If now x, $ are zero-mean stationary stochastic processes, independent 
(E[x(X)$( Y)] = 0, VX, YE R2), and with covariance functions 
A,, A,,, E iw, c(X) = c( -X), and if x, $ are supposed sufficiently regular, we 
can derive the following relations for (~1, v): 
E[u(X)u( Y)] = a,d~xc(X- Y) + n&+$Y- Y) 
E[u(X)u( Y)] = a&,c(x- Y) + a,a$.c(x- Y) (7.2) 
E[u(X)u( Y)] = E[u( Y)u(X)] = (a,- a,)a2,c(X- Y). 
Formally, we can identify the vector spline Vaa,@ with the rni~irn~~ 
variance linear estimate obtained with u and v Denny by the covaria~~s 
(9.2) and with A,= l/~, I, = l//3, and e(X)=K(X). In fact, the identi~~a- 
tion may be stated rigorously if the stochastic processes x, $ are not con- 
sidered stationary but, following the terminology of Kriging (cf. Matheron 
[13], Dubrule [6, 7]), supposed to have stationary increments of order 2 
and varibgrams of the form (7.1). The deduced U, o processes have stations 
ary inurements of order 1 and variograms given by (7.2). The details of this 
point will be developed in a future work. 
7.3. EXTENSIONS 
In the same way as for all spline functions, we can introduce a smoot 
ing problem: For fixed A, a, fi > 0, we define 
From the above theory, the unique solution of this problem is easily 
deduced 
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7.3.2. Three Dimensional Vector @line 
A three dimensional vector interpolation using div and rot operators (rot 
is now a vector operator) can be formulated in the same way. Denoting 
V(X) = (u(X), v(X), w(X)), X= (x, y, z), div V= d,u + 8,~ + d,w, and 
rot V= (rot V) (@TJ=(~ztJ~ 
the functional takes the form 
J a,a,,~y,~z( VI = LX JR3 IIV div VII * dx dv dz 
+ Px JR3 IIWot VLII * dx 4 dz 
+ P, jR3 IIVW V,II * dx 4 dz 
+ Pz JR3 IIWot VMl* dx 4 & 
where V is the three dimensional nabla operator, 1) II the usual euclidean 
norm of R3, and a, B,, BY, /?, positive constants. For a = j?, = p, = p,, we 
get the same result as in Proposition 2.3, J,,,,,,(V) = cx[((ul u)) + 
((0 ) u)) + ((w 1 IV))], and in this case the interpolation is applied separately 
to the three components (here (( I )) is the three dimensional version of 
the semi-scalar product introduced in Section 2). 
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